
Sunday 21st February 2016 

Waltham Sunday League Division One 'Third Match' at Castle Road Playing Fields, Hoddesdon 
 

Kick-Off: 10.35.a.m. (Cascoe & Daley late) 
 

Result: CHESHUNT TOWN ................4 EDMONTON ROVERS.................. 4 Half-Time: 3-2 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-4-2) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Stephen ROUSSETY   

17 RB Lexton HARRISON   

16 CH Ivan BASS   

5 CH Alan BARNARD   

2 LB Gavin MARDELL   

9 RM Eric IBEKWEM OFF 61  

12 CM Tyronne PETRIE (Captain)   

14 CM Daniel CASCOE  6 Mins. 

8 LM Leon McKENZIE-McKAY  38, 74 Mins. 

15 CF Jack BANGS OFF 71  

7 CF Tem ADIL   

SUBSTITUTES 

10 RM Daniel DALEY ON 61  

18 CF Bruce SCOTT ON 71 81 Mins. 

 Not Used Terry MOORE   

 Not Used Grant BAKER (GK)   

     

OWN GOALS Scored For Us: 
 

PLAYER-MANAGER: Terry Moore CLUB LINESMAN: Terry Moore / Eric Ibekwem 

ATTENDANCE: 9 OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT: L.Hughes 

OPPONENTS’ FAIR PLAY MARK (Out of 10): 9 OUR FAIR PLAY MARK (Given by Opponents): 8 

REFEREE: Paul Herlihy REFEREE’S MARK (Out of 100): CONFIDENTIAL 

BOOKINGS: None SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Cloudy with occasional spots of rain. Gale-force blustery wind across pitch. 

STATE OF PITCH: Soft, muddy and badly churned-up. 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (6 Players)  Chris Akinrele (Marathon Training), Leon Bernard (Other Commitments), Sam Benjamin (Away), 

Scott Jenkins (Injured), George Stahlmann (In Torquay)  Saturday/Sunday Drop-Outs: Martin Cruickshank (Working) 
 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-4-2):  1. Taylor Stubley (GK); 17. Damien Evans (RB), 8. Alex Dutton (CH...Captain),  

6. Ross Pratchett (CH), -. Josh Newmarch (LB); -. Robert Jarvis (RM), 16. Alex Connolly (CM), -. Jonathan Wright (CM),  

-. Quaid Lawrence (LM); 9. James Emmons (LM), 10. Jordan Stubley (CF) Sub.:  11. Bill Rook (Not Used) 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:  Emmons (2 Mins.), Connolly (15 Mins.), Jarvis (30 Mins.), J.Stubley (51 Mins.) 
 

MATCH REPORT 

With only one player, Martin Cruickshank, unavailable from those who had been playing regularly on the rare occasions we have actually had 

a match over the past three months, we turned up with a squad of 15 for this 'third match' against Cheshunt Town instead of scraping up just 

a bare eleven as we had done for our previous three matches, all of which ended in damaging defeats. That meant Player-Manager Terry 

Moore could sit the game out due to a heavy cold, while Grant Baker volunteered to be named as another substitute to allow Steve Roussety 

to have another run-out in goal. It had been debated on our WhatsApp group during the week that making sure everybody got a game in our 

remaining League matches was important with nothing at stake for us, so the team spirit was good as we kicked off in a bold 4-4-2 formation 

with midfielder Tem Adil being tried out in attack alongside Jack Bangs. Unfortunately though, we found ourselves a goal down after just 

two minutes as James Emmons curled in a free-kick from Cheshunt Town's first shot of the match, but we hit back just four minutes later 

when Daniel Cascoe scored his first goal for three years with a close-range finish after a scramble in the area from Gavin Mardell's free-kick. 

We had already been looking dodgy at the back though, and it wasn't too much of a surprise when Alex Connolly put Cheshunt Town 2-1 up in 

the 15th minute after taking advantage of some weak challenges. After missing a number of clear-cut chances thereafter, they then made it 

3-1 in the 30th minute when Robert Jarvis slid the ball in after Gavin Mardell had failed to deal with a long goal-kick in the near gale-force 

wind and at that stage it looked as if we were going to be in for another severe hammering, especially with Cheshunt Town having played the 

week before when we had not. However, we then started creating some chances of our own and Leon McKenzie-McKay gave us a lifeline in 

the 38th minute with a tap-in to make it 3-2 after keeper Taylor Stubley had fumbled a shot from Tem Adil. We then had a positive Half-

Time team talk, but we shot ourselves in the foot again when Cheshunt Town scored a fourth just six minutes after the break when Gavin 

Mardell's intended pass inside only teed up forward Jordan Stubley for a first-time shot which trickled into the bottom corner as keeper 

Steve Roussety slipped over in the mud. It was a comical goal, but we didn't let our heads go down and we had the better of the Second Half 

after that, especially after substitutes Daniel Daley and new signing Bruce Scott were brought on, with both of them involved in the move 

that led to Leon McKenzie-McKay making in 4-3 in the 74th minute from close range after another scramble in the area before Bruce grabbed 

a well-deserved equaliser for us on his debut with a cool finish in a one-on-one with keeper Stubley in the 81st minute to give us a 4-4 draw 

in what was a very entertaining match for the camera !                                                                                             LAURENCE HUGHES 


